FARM NEWS

Can you help?
Over these busy months it is really wonderful to have extra help. Would you like to help us out? Do
you have spare time? Get in touch with Ruth: ruth_schamroth@yahoo.com 07957 313 404.
If you are unable to help us out with physical work such as weeding, do you have something else
that you can offer, get in touch: grower@stroudcommunityagriculture.org
We appreciate your support, involvement and ideas. Thank you!

Volunteer Scheme
Our volunteer scheme is going really well. The Farm Team is happy to have help mornings (9 - 12am)
or/and afternoons (1 - 4pm), meeting at the Round House at Hawkwood. It’s fun, you chat to others,
you learn how to grow things, you’re out in the fresh air.
Contact Ruth before you come - she's coordinating. We are more than a box scheme!

Core Group call out
We need more Core Group members to join a small, dynamic and friendly team to help steer SCA over the next few years.
The commitment would be meeting with the brilliant and enthusiastic Farm Team once a month and putting in about 1-3
hours a week on average. It's rewarding and important work. Core group members are a key part of this wonderful model
for future farming. Contact any of the core group for a chat if you need more info.

Farm Fest 22 and beyond
On Saturday evening, over a hundred dancers in a
long line stretched out from the ceilidh band, through
the prettily decorated barn and out into the sunshine.
All ages - smiling, laughing and snaking through the
dance calls.
Later that evening the barn morphed into a 70’s and
80’s DJ set with youngsters from aged 6 to 60 flinging
themselves around whilst singing all the words to
‘Come on Eileen’. Honestly, it was the place to be in
Stroud that night. There was of course the alternative
around-the-bonfire-chatting-on-straw-bales scene too.
Only three days earlier some of us Core Group had
met with the Farm Team and the enthusiastic
Wednesday volunteers to get on with clearing the
barn and farmyard, ready for the festival. It looked
like - well - a working farm, full of straw, hay, muck,
debris, and a farm vehicle.
But there was a pepper planting emergency to be
dealt with first. All hands-on deck and long rows of
desperate plants were happily and efficiently planted.

Now we could begin the shovelling and sweeping.
Fast forward to Friday evening to see the incredible
transformation - the vast majority having been done
by and led by Liis, Sam B, Grace, Sam H and Alex - our
Farm Team. A huge thank you to them all. And
appreciation to those campers who helped towards
clearing up on Sunday morning and those who
volunteered to do a shift, or several, during the
festival itself. A special shout out to Sam H’s family –
from lettuce cleaning to barbequing!
We’d love to build on this involvement of members
for next year. Not compulsory, but more of an
expectation that it’s normal to lend an hour or two at
some point, before, during or clearing up. Make it
really ‘our’ farm festival. Small, local, connecting and
celebratory – for young and older. Who needs Glasto?
P.S. You might be curious to take a read of the wall
charts in the barn, still there from our Future Farm
discussion during the festival.

News from the Veggie Fields
The last report I wrote was just after the spring
equinox, we are now just past the summer solstice
and WOW are the farm team feeling the expansion!
The farm is busy, busy, busy! It feels a lot like fire
fighting right now! As the year progresses there is
always this feeling of quickening, the daylight hours
get longer, the workload increases… and weeds
stubbornly continue to regrow! After a day out in the
fields we often leave work searching for a cool, dark
corner to sit in.

In addition to an abundant share, hopefully in a few
weeks time we will be opening up the PYO patch
(between the polytunnels at Hawkwood). This patch is
where you will be able to help yourself to kale,
spinach, parsley and flowers. As usual, we ask that
you take only what you need and leave plenty for
others. Please do not begin harvesting from this area
until we announce that it is open on the board in the
veg shed. When picking your vegetables or flowers,
please tread carefully across the patch and keep dogs
on leads!

How to harvest Kale and Chard
When you come to the farm to pick your own
kale and chard, please make sure that you
harvest from the outside of the plant. These
plants grow from the centre and will continue to
regrow throughout the summer and into
autumn as long as they are harvested carefully.
You don’t need a knife or scissors, simply take
hold of the outside leaf and pull it downwards
towards the ground, the leaf will naturally
break off towards the stem (at the base of the
plant). If the outside leaves are looking a bit
tatty, you can help us out and take these off of
the plant and leave them on the ground to break
down.

Weatherwise, conditions for growing have so far been
pretty good this year; we have had enough rainfall
and the sun has been out just enough. Over the next
few months we expect to be harvesting courgettes,
tomatoes, beans, lettuce and many other leafy greens.
July, August and September will hopefully be a time of
abundance, the items in the vegetable share should
increase as well as quantities. We hope that you have
enjoyed the fantastic spring onions and the first of this
year's green beans. The nature of being a member of a
CSA means that you get to share in the abundance that
summer offers. We hope that you enjoy the perks of
being a member at this time of year.

Summer Farm Report
I can’t believe its been 3 months since I wrote the last
farm report. It feel like so much has happened since
then.
The lambs I wrote about being due imminently are
now nearly ready to be weaned! We have sheared the
few sheep we have with fleeces. Our main flock are
all wool shedding sheep, which means their fleeces
fall out naturally. There are four Jacob fleeces
available should anyone want to buy one (contact
farmer Sam if so!).

We have made most of our winter feed for the cows
in the form of hay and silage. We have a few more
fields to make, they are mowed today as I write,
fingers crossed the fine weather continues.
While the livestock are doing well we have had some
ongoing mechanical troubles. Our “new” big tractor's
clutch failed and has been at the mechanics workshop
since mid April! The mechanic says that due to Brexit
and the war in Ukraine parts are hard to get. Our
“new” work van is also back at the dealers getting
fixed. Over the years we have made do with old
equipment as it was all we could afford. We had a
workshop on the farm at Brookthorpe and could do a
lot of repairs ourselves. But since we don’t have
power there anymore, we are without a place to set
up a new workshop. We are hoping we can do
something at Brentlands farm (Day's Cottage) but that
too needs power and a roof built before it's usable.
We are also hoping to install a chiller outside the
packing shed at Hawkwood to keep our perishable
veg as fresh as possible.
Being spread across different sites, organisation is
important to enable everyone to know where tools
and equipment are without having to search about.
To that end, we are also planning on a tool store at
Hawkwood. We are glad to say our landlords there,
Hawkwood College are going to renovate the packing
shed. We will give details of share collections etc.
nearer the time. We are hoping to do a big
fundraising bid soon to raise much needed funds to
invest in the farm and its infrastructure (more details
to come soon).

The cows are enjoying the sunshine. We recently sold
7 as part of a new herd starting on the Isle of White!
We moved to pedigree traditional Herefords to help
maintain this rare breed, so its great to think another
herd is starting up and among them are two home
bread heifers of ours, Brookwood Juliet and
Brookwood Meg.
The 12 piglets born at the end of January are now
huge! We will be sending the first few of to the
butchers next week. The next litter of piglets is due in
the second week of September.

As you can imagine, its all a lot of work on top of the
usual challenges of growing veg and raising livestock.
What has made it possible to continue despite all the
challenges and changes, is the great team running the
farm. We are sharing the management of the farm
across the members of the team, helping to spread the
load and also harness the experience and knowledge
of everyone. We have also had increasing numbers of
volunteers which is great! If you want to get involved,
please get in touch. Any help is welcome.

Challenges at SCA
As an organisation we want to be open and honest
with you, as members, about some of the challenges
that we are facing:
Lack of Land Security
SCA currently rents land at Oakbrook, Hawkwood and
Brentlands (6 miles from Stroud).
Currently all of the land that SCA farms is rented on
short-term tenancies, which makes long term
planning and investing in infrastructure challenging.
As you can imagine, after losing half of our land at
Brookthorpe (along with the barn where we house
cattle over winter, a workshop, veg store, temporary
accommodation for seasonal workers and storage
space), we are feeling quite vulnerable and have
needed to make some pretty quick alternative
arrangements for some of these issues! There is a real
need for SCA to secure either long-term leases or
acquire its own land.
Lack of Infrastructure
Vegetable Storage
We are hoping to buy a chiller unit to store our leafy
greens, courgettes, lettuces, beans and any other
vegetables which store better in cooler temperatures.
This should mean that when you come to pick up your
vegetables, they are fresher, and they last longer.
Staff Office/Lunch Space
Currently the roundhouse, originally intended to be a
community space, is being used as a staff room. Long
term we would like to reinstate this space as a
community space and invest in a separate space for
staff to get warm and dry in the winter and stay cool
in the summer months.
Tool/Kit Storage
We have lost most of our tool and machinery storage,
including the barn, which as well as housing cattle,
was used to service machinery, repair kit and keep
machinery dry. We are hoping to invest in appropriate
storage in the immediate future.
All of this requires investment, which is something

that SCA only has very limited funds to do at the
moment. Over the next 6 months we will be looking
at ways to fundraise to help with some of these issues
as well as future proofing SCA as a pioneering
organisation which is committed to its founding
principles. If you think that you can help us with this,
please get in touch:
grower@stroudcommunityagriculture.org
Wireworms
When we lost over half of our land at Brookthorpe
we were fortunate that some land at Brentland’s was
available for us to rent. However, as this is the first
year that the land has been cultivated for veg
production, we have encountered a common problem
when grassland is converted into veg production wireworms! Wireworms are the larvae of click
beetles, they live in the soil and feed off plant roots.
Wireworms grow up to 25mm long and they are thin,
yellowish-brown larvae that have three pairs of small
legs at the head end. Unfortunately wireworms have
decimated our squash plants and have meant that we
need to re-think much of our crop plans for 2022. We
are unable to plant any of our late season brassica

plants here and are currently trialling a few leek
plants to see if we can risk planting leeks (a staple of
winter).
In an attempt to beat the wireworms we have sowed
a selection of mustards, which should get rid of the
wire worm before next season. Fingers crossed!
The Cost of Living Crisis and Lack of
Accomodation
There is no doubt that you will be aware of the cost of
living crisis, this includes the rising cost of food and
indeed food security. We are acutely aware of this. As
an organisation we pledge to ensure that all members

of staff are paid a fair wage, this is becoming
increasingly challenging. As rents rise in Stroud and
rentals are more scarce it becomes harder and harder
for staff to afford to live in the Stroud area.
Currently we are unable to offer any of our workers
accommodation onsite, which is what many farms are
able to offer.
At present we cannot see any immediate solutions to
housing our staff, but will be ensuring that issues such
as pay and accommodation are seriously considered
as we vision/plan SCA's future.

Veg Running Low in the Pack Shed
In recent months we have received a number of
comments from members about certain vegetables
running out during their collection window. We are
sorry that this is happening.
As a farm team we always harvest/order in enough
vegetables plus 10-15% extra for the number of
members that we have. We don't like to harvest/order
in much more as part of SCA's commitment is to
minimise waste. Unfortunately if a member chooses
to take extra tomatoes for example, because they don't
like beetroot or if a member comes in outside their
collection window, or for example picks up double if
they were away the week before (unfortunately these
things do happen, we have been in the packing shed
and seen this!), it leaves other members without
vegetables.
In light of this we are asking you to:
• Weigh your veg carefully and take only the
quantities listed.
• Please do not remove stalks before weighing
(stalks are accounted for in our harvest quantities,
and are yummy!).
• If you don’t like something, please put it into the
gift box for other members to collect.
• Please do not take extra veg if you missed your veg
collection one week.

• Please only visit the veg shed during your allotted
time slot. If you come outside of your veg share
collection time, you are effectively taking another
member's share, leaving them without a share to
collect.
• Remember that the veg shed is closed between 12
- 6 on a Tuesday and Friday. We understand that this
is an inconvenience, however we ask you to
understand that we need time to prepare the veg for
the next collection window.
Please accept our apologies in advance if you do visit
the veg shed to collect your veg and something is
missing. If you can help us think of a way around this
or any ways to mitigate any of the above happening,
we'd love to hear from you!
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Baby beetroot soup

Ingredients (serves 4-6)

Season with apple
cider vinegar or
lemon juice. Serve
with fresh herbs,
optionally add a
dollop of creme
fraiche or sour
cream.
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Add prepared vegetables (except for the beetroot leaves),
cumin, corriander, a pinch of salt and some pepper. Pour in
the vegetable stock and cook covered for 10-15 minutes. Add
the coconut milk and chopped beetroot tops and cook for
another 10-15 minutes.

- bunch of beetroots with
tops
- 2 medium carrots
- 200g of baby potatoes
- 1 small onion, sliced
- 2 garlic cloves
- 1 inch of fresh ginger
- 1l of vegetable stock
- 2 tablespoons of olive or
coconut oil
- 1 teaspoon of ground
corriander
- 1 teaspoon of cumin
- 1 can of coconut milk
- dash of apple cider vinegar
or lemon juice
- salt and pepper
- fresh herbs - parsley, dill or
coriander
- creme fraiche or sour
cream (optional)
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Slice the onions, finely chop the ginger and garlic. Heat the oil
in a large pot and add the chopped ingredients. Fry on low
heat for a couple minutes.
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Scrub the beetroots and dice them into small cubes. Peel the
potatoes and carrots and dice them into equal cubes. Coarsely
chop the beetroot leaves.

Can you help us find
a home?!
Hi, we are Rupert, Indre and our daughters
Aranwen, 4 and Ausra, 1.
We are looking to settle in the Stroud area from
October this year and we are needing help to find
somewhere to live!
Rupert is an agroecological consultant focussing on
heritage wheat growing, milling and baking. Indre is a
mother, artist and shiatsu practitioner.
We are looking for somewhere we can live with the
land, and will consider different options, whether it's
a cottage, or building a yurt on a farm, or a housing
coop. We would love to be close to other people, land
based activities and families in particular.

We’d love to hear from you; or do pass on our details
to others. Thank you.
Contact Rupert: 07955 387 614
rupert@loafoftheland.org

Stroud Community Agriculture
Everyone is welcome to join in and enjoy the farm, including non-members. We work to the following
principles:
• To support organic and biodynamic agriculture.
• To pioneer a new economic model based on mutual benefit and
shared risk and ensure that the farmers have a decent livelihood.
• To be fully inclusive. Low income shall not exclude anyone.
• To be transparent in all our affairs. To make decisions on the
basis of consensus wherever possible. To strive towards social
justice.
• To encourage practical involvement on all levels.
• To offer opportunities for learning, therapy and re-connecting
with the life of the earth.
• To network with others to promote community supported
agriculture to other communities and farms and share our
learning (both economic and farming).
• To encourage Stroud Community Agriculture members, in cooperation with the farmers, to use the farm for their individual
and social activities and celebrations.
• To develop a non-exclusive sense of community around the farm.

Core Group
The core group meets one evening a month.

For more information on CSAs please contact Jade Bashford at jadebashford@hotmail.com
General enquiries and information: Clare & Paul Sheridan 0845 4580814
info@StroudCommunityAgriculture.org

Membership Admin: Carol Mathews membership@StroudCommunityAgriculture.org
Newsletter: Aleksandra Osinska creativealeks@gmail.com

